The architecture of installations versus the architecture of the city
Installation landscapes

THE STAGING OF INTERIOR SPACES
The modern museum and the contemporary museum
New supermarket. Towards a sensual dimension of consumption
Performing insides
Two minimal interior arrangements
Setting up primary interiors
Converting pre-existent areas into museums
Infra Halis. Mobility Forums
Transitional forms
Fitting out with plastics to showcase plastics
The ancient space and the archaeological approach to the text in an installation project
Museum staging: experiments and experiences of MAXXI Architettura
The Italian Pavilion at the Guadalajara International Book Fair

OPEN SPACE INSTALLATIONS
Who sets up metropolitan scenarios that measure up (to the sky)?
From Rodin to Jenny Holzer: A glance at the precedents of Public Art
Art in the station
Yamamotolito: ethics/aesthetics of the ephemeral
Space moving
Urban regeneration through the experience of space
Art and the City: artistic practices in the urban space
Transitional landscapes
Con-Temporary

STAGING FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Architecture in stage designs by Luciano Damiani
The city on stage
Theatre outside the theatre: places and spaces
The public on TV: history of a stage object
Stage culture, between training and profession
The painting of architecture: ever-changing languages
Nature and stage design. Installations on the water and ice architectures
Set and the City

MULTIMEDIA DESIGN
Interactive practices in the contemporary metropolis
Illumination of archaeological heritage
Installations and sets
The humanization of technology
Lighting variations in an interior
Moving architectures
Scene lighting between senses and games
Space-generating light

EXHIBITIONS IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
Ruins as a metaphor, archaeology as a project
Museology for archaeology
Ephemeral, Eternal, Reversible. The project and the metaphor of time
Archaeology lives within the exhibition: The Citadel of Damascus
Exhibitions and archaeological sites
The Giants: contemporary artists converse with archaeology
A picture story
The exhibition as an interpretation of distance
A lighting system for the Herculaneum excavations
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